MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL MANITOULIN

BY-LAW 2017-14

BEING A BY-LAW TO REGULATE FIREWORKS ON MUNICIPAL PROPERTY WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL MANITOULIN.

WHEREAS the Council of the Municipality of Central Manitoulin deems it desirable to REGULATE the discharge of fireworks on municipal property within the Municipality of Central Manitoulin;

NOW THEREFORE the MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL MANITOULIN enacts as follows:

1. No person or group shall discharge any fireworks on Municipal owned lands unless permission to do so has been given by the Municipality of Central Manitoulin.

2. Permission to discharge fireworks by the public or group may be subject to terms and conditions, including but not limited to, the provision of liability insurance naming the Municipality of Central Manitoulin as an additional insured.

3. Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of this By-law is guilty of an offence and upon conviction is liable to pay a fine as provided for in the Provincial Offences Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.33.

READ A FIRST, SECOND AND FINAL TIME THIS ____________ DAY OF __________.

_______________________  ______________________
MAYOR-RICHARD STEPHENS    CLERK-RUTH FRAWLEY

I, ________________________, Clerk of the Municipality of Central Manitoulin, hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of By-law No. 2017-14 passed in open Council on ________________ day of ________________________ 2017.

_______________________
CLERK